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KNOW MORE ABOUT
QHSE International is a leading provider of quality, health, safety & environmental training, consultancy and soft
skills training for almost 7 years. We are known for excellent training provision not just across UAE, but also around
the world in countries such as, Australia, KSA, Philippines, Oman, Kazakhstan, Ukraine, Turkey and India.

TRAINING
QHSE International is an approved training provider
for
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

We offer classes via the following learning methods:

NEBOSH
British Safety Council
IOSH
IEMA
IBOEHS
HIGHFIELD
OPITO-IMIST
Medic First Aid and ASHI
Dubai Municipality

Face-To-Face

Virtual

and many other related courses along with
Environmental Management and assessment.

Distance

QHSE International also offers Professional
Development training for individuals who want to
hone their skills and upgrade their status.
Our Trainers hold licenses from leading international
training bodies and affiliations with centre of
academic excellence.

eLearning
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QHSE INTERNATIONAL
QHSE International commits to innovation, safety at work, ethics and customer-focused values.
We are certified according to ISO 9001:2015 and also awarded by NEBOSH as Gold Learning Partner.

CONSULTANCY
We visit and analyze
your business

Our service includes development and review of
your current management system, provide you with
consultancy service and gap analysis as to what could
be improved, based on our experience in assisting
companies in the region. Our organization has built a
reputation of exceptional multi-disciplinary practice
and we can guarantee that QHSE International can
provide you with services that will carry on the
culture of excellence.

We do the
services
for you

• Consultancy on design & development of Quality,
Health, Safety & Environment Management
Systems
• ISO 9001 – QMS, ISO 14001 – EMS and ISO
45001, OSHAD, International Standard
• Risk Assessments
• Safety Audits
• Safety Plans
• Emergency Evacuation Plans
• Fire Risk Assessments
• Training Needs Analysis
• CAD Design

You will have
your system in
place
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The Knowledge and Human Development Authority (KHDA) is
responsible for the growth and quality of private education in
Dubai.

ACCREDITATIONS

Department of Planning and Development - Trakhees is deemed
the regulatory arm of Ports, Customs and Free Zone Corporation in
Dubai and the agency responsible for licensing and regulating
business in special development zones and areas.

Dubai Municipality is regarded as one of the largest governmental
institutions in terms of services rendered and projects executed.
Thus the municipality is the leading driver of growth and evolution
of the Emirate of Dubai.

DCAS Approved
Training Provider
Permit Number
T16010

DCAS Ambulance Regulation Services authorizes and confirms
that an establishment could provide First Aid Training Services in
the Emirates of Dubai.
ASIC is Australia's integrated corporate, markets, financial services
and consumer credit regulator.
We are an independent Commonwealth Government body. We are
set up under and administer the Australian Securities and
Investments Commission Act 2001 (ASIC Act), and we carry out
most of our work under the Corporations Act 2001 (Corporations
Act).
The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) or the
Commission is the national government regulatory agency in the
Republic of the Philippines, charged with supervision over the
corporate sector, the capital market participants, and the securities
and investment instruments market, and the protection of the
investing public.
The CPD Certification Service is the largest and leading
independent CPD accreditation organisation working across all
industry sectors. CPD is working with training providers,
professional bodies, academic institutions and corporate
organisations enables us to support organisations seeking
authoritative CPD certification for their further learning activities.
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National Examination Board in Occupational safety and health is a UK-based
independent examination board delivering vocational qualifications in health, safety &
environmental practice and management.

The British Safety Council, a Registered Charity founded by James Tye in 1957, is one of
the world's leading Health and Safety organisations alongside the likes of IOSH & IIRSM
unlike these the Council's members are mostly companies. Safety Practitioners the
world over use the services and training they provide.

IOSH is the Chartered body for health and safety professionals. IOSH set standards and
support, develop and connect members with resources, guidance, events and training.

IEMA is the professional body for everyone working in environment and sustainability.
We’re committed to supporting, encouraging and improving the confidence and
performance, profile and recognition of all these professionals.
The International Board of Environmental Health & Safety, Inc. (IBOEHS) is a nonprofit organization formed in 1998 with the self-proclaimed mission of Instilling
Professionalism. With the philosophy that protecting the workforce regarding health
and safety issues requires the managing of people, the Board established various
levels of certifications to meet the needs of the people who have been assigned the
responsibility of occupational health and safety.
We’re an award-winning organisation that focuses on developing globally renowned
qualifications, training materials and e-learning that develop skills, change attitudes
and improve safety.
IMIST (International Minimum Industry Safety Training) is an OPITO standard
which supports the global Oil and Gas Industry to meet safety initiative targets.

The Health & Safety Institute (HSI) family of companies delivers the content, tools
and expertise to help businesses, emergency services and individuals improve safety,
health and compliance.
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HEALTH AND SAFETY

International
Diploma in
Occupational
Health and Safety
Management
Professionals

ABOUT THE COURSE

The new NEBOSH International Diploma for
Occupational Health and Safety Management
Professionals have been developed to give learners the
knowledge and skills they need to perform as a leading
health and safety professional of the future.

ID1:
Workplace Health and Safety Principles
The resulting qualification will give you the knowledge
and practical skills
you need to perform
as a leading
ID2:
Controlling
Workplace
HealthCOURSE
Issues
OUTLINE
health and safety professional of the future. You will
ID1:
Workplace
Health and Safety Principles
gain confidence
in your capabilities to
recognise and
ID3:
Controlling
Workplace
Safety ID2:
Issues
Controlling
Workplace Health Issues
solve
ID3:
Controlling
Workplace Safety Issues
Course duration: 30 days
Course duration:
30 days
ASSESSMENTS
ID1:
Assignment - workplace-based tasks together
with simulations and reflective statements and a research
topic.
ID2:
Scenario-based case study
ID3:
Scenario-based case study

Gives you the knowledge and skills you will need
to perfom as a leading health and safety
professional of the future.
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International
Diploma in
Environmental
Management

COURSE OUTLINEED1:
ED1: Controlling environmental aspects
IDEM2: Environmental regulation
Course duration: 15 days

ASSESSMENTS
ID1:
Workplace
ABOUT
THE COURSEHealth and Safety Principles
ED1:
Written Examination (3 hours)
ID2:
Controlling
Workplace
Health
Issues
IDEM2:
Written
Assignment
The NEBOSH International Diploma in Environmental
ManagementControlling
is a useful qualification
for those aiming
to
ID3:
Workplace
Safety
Issues
develop and implement effective environmental
management
systems within30
their days
organizations.
Course
duration:
The qualification covers environmental management
principles, multilateral treaties relating to environmental
management and ways to prevent and control pollution.
The syllabus is designed to provide learners with the
relevant expertise wherever in the world they may be
working, and to empower them to positively influence
environmental management standards and practice at
every organisational level.

Be a degree holder in environmental management
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International
General Certificate
in Occupational
Health and Safety

ABOUT THE COURSE
The NEBOSH International General Certificate will give
you invaluable knowledge and skills and a globally
respected qualification that supports your current role
and your long-term career.
The qualification is:
❖ Relevant to every workplace
❖ Ideal for managers, supervisors, or anybody with
health and safety management responsibilities
❖ Perfect for those embarking on a health and safety
career

ID1: Workplace Health and Safety Principles
ID2:
Controlling Workplace Health COURSE
IssuesOUTLINE
IG1:
Management of Health and Safety
ID3:
Controlling Workplace Safety Issues
IG2:
Risk Assessment
Course duration: 9 days
Course duration: 30 days
ASSESSMENTS
IG1:
Open Book Examination
IG2:
Risk Assessment

The most in demand qualification of it’s kind,
widely preferred by employers.
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International
Technical Certificate
in Oil and Gas
Operational Safety

COURSE OUTLINEED1:
IOG1: Management of International Oil and Gas Operational
Safety
Course duration: 5 days

ASSESSMENT
ID1:
Workplace
ABOUT
THE COURSE Health and Safety Principles
IOG1: Paper-based Exam
ID2:
Controlling
Workplace
Health
Issues
The qualification focuses on international standards and
management systems, enabling students to effectively
ID3:
Controlling Workplace Safety Issues
discharge workplace safety responsibilities both onshore
and offshore.
The Certificate
also highlights the
Course
duration:
30 days

importance of process safety management in the oil and
gas industry.

It is based around international standards and
management systems that enable the effective discharge
of workplace safety responsibilities both onshore and
offshore.

International standards and management systems
that enable the effective discharge of workplace
safety responsibilities on both onshore and
offshore
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HSE Certificate in
Process Safety
Management

COURSE OUTLINE:
PSM1: Process Safety Management
Course duration:
4 days

ASSESSMENT
Multiple-choice Exam

ABOUT
THE COURSEHealth and Safety Principles
PSM1:
ID1:
Workplace
The NEBOSHControlling
HSE Certificate in Process
Safety Management
ID2:
Workplace
Health Issues
is designed to cover a range of issues affecting process
ID3:
industries. Controlling Workplace Safety Issues
Key topics covered by this qualification include:
Course
duration:
30 days
•Establishment
of process management
systems

•Asset management and maintenance strategies
•Safe start-up and shutdown of process plant
•Performance standards for safety critical systems and
equipment
•Hazards and controls for:
Chemical reactions, Bulk storage of dangerous
substances, Fire and explosion
•Purpose and features of emergency plans

International standards and management systems
that enable the effective discharge of workplace
safety responsibilities on both onshore and
offshore
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Certificate in Fire Safety

ABOUT THE COURSE
The NEBOSH Certificate in Fire Safety is ideal for:
•Those responsible for fire safety in low to medium risk
workplaces
•Health and Safety managers
•Facilities Managers
•Health and safety representatives within businesses.
This relevant and respected fire safety qualification will
help you to:
•Gain a solid technical foundation to build on through
practical application and experience
•Positively influence fire safety behaviours and improve
fire safety culture

ID1: Workplace Health and Safety Principles
ID2:
Controlling Workplace Health Issues
COURSE OUTLINE
ID3:
Controlling Workplace Safety Issues
Unit FSC1: Fire safety
Unit FSC2: Fire risk assessment
Course duration: 30 days
Course Duration: 4 days
ASSESSMENTS
Unit FSC1: Open book examination (OBE)
Unit FSC2: Practical Assessment Time 5 hours 3 hours

Global relevant fire safety qualification that you
can complete in just one week
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SAFETY SIMPLIFIED

ABOUT THE COURSE

Safety Simplified is an augmented reality course,relevant
to any business, in any sector utilizing real life case
studies and cutting edge learning practices.
On completion of the Safety Simplified course, learners
will:
•Understand the reasons for, and benefits of, managing
health and safety.
•Understand how to help prevent incidents recurring.
•Appreciate the purpose of inspections and audits.
•Know how to contribute to supporting health and safety
practices and create a better working environment for
everyone.

ID1: Workplace Health and Safety Principles
COURSE OUTLINEED1:
SS1: General Health and Safety Awareness
ID2:
Controlling Workplace Health Issues
SS2: General Workplace Risk Assessment
ID3:
Controlling Workplace Safety Issues
Course duration:
3 days
Course duration: 30 days
ASSESSMENT
SS1: Multi-format exam
SS2: Practical Exam

Developed by health and safety professionals for
simple everyday use.
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Health and Safety at Work

The qualification covers the principles of health and
safety rather than specific law. Its focus is on common
workplace hazards and how to identify and control
them. The qualification includes a practical
requirement to carry out a risk assessment.
HSW1: Workplace Safety Foundations
HSW2: Risk Assessment activity
Course duration:
1 day
It provides an assurance of safety – something that can
help you achieve recognised standards.

HSE Certificate in Health and
Safety Leadership Excellence

NEBOSH HSE Certificate in Health and Safety
Leadership Excellence is the qualification focuses on
how leadership behaviors can impact on the health and
safety culture of an organisation and it guides leaders
to become better advocates for health and safety within
their respective organisations.
The business benefits of health and safety leadership
(including the moral, legal and financial arguments)
•The effects of good health and safety leadership of
safety culture
•Human failures
•The HSE’s ‘Make it happen’ model
•Decision making process including mental short cuts
and perception biases
•Leadership styles
•The HSE’s five leadership values
•Building relationship with the workforce
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HSE Award in Managing Risks
and Risk Assessment at Work
This qualification has been designed to assist staff or
volunteers involved in managing workplace risks and
who undertake risk assessments, to confidently
identify sensible and proportionate precautions to
control the risks in the workplace.
RAW1: Managing Risks in the Workplace
Course duration:
1 day
❖ Have confidence as your team will be trained in
HSE’s current approach to health and safety risk
management
❖ Ensure your organisation has valuable in-house risk
management expertise

Working with Wellbeing
If you are looking to have a positive influence on
wellbeing in your workplace, NEBOSH Working with
Wellbeing is a great choice for you. It is particularly
relevant to HR specialists, Health and Safety
professionals and those with people management
responsibilities.
WEL1: Working with Wellbeing
Course duration:
1 day
Working with Wellbeing provides a holistic approach
that is relevant for any sector, anywhere in the world.
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HSE Introduction to
Incident Investigation
NEBOSH HSE Introduction to Incident Investigation is
the qualification for anyone who wants to carry out
incident investigations effectively.
INV1: Introduction to Incident Investigation
Course duration: 1 day

❖ Carry out a solo accident investigation for
noncomplex accidents and incidents including:
❖ gathering of evidence
❖ analysis of that evidence
❖ produce an action plan; and
❖ contribute to team incident investigations for
large-scale incidents.

Environmental Awareness at
Work Qualification

The NEBOSH Environmental Awareness at Work
Qualification will introduce your workforce to
environmental issues and the role they play in
improving organisational environmental performance.
EAW1: Environmental Awareness
Course duration: 1 day
❖ First step towards the NEBOSH Certificate in
Environmental Management
❖ Meets specific quality criteria that ensure it is fit for
its purpose
❖ Is mapped to relevant National Occupational
Standards (NOS)
❖ Is supported by relevant stakeholders including
employers
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IOSH ACCREDITED COURSES

Managing Safely
This programme which is a full of step-by-step
guidance, has a sharp business focus. The hands on,
jargon-free format engages and inspires, and has helped
a huge range of businesses to raise standards of safety
and health.
Multi-format exam
Risk Assessment
Working Safely is a fun and enjoyable course aimed at
ID1:
Workplace Health and Safety Principles
Participants will gain sufficient knowledge and skills to
workers who need to learn and understand the basics of
deal
with
health
and
safety
issues.
This
3-day
program
is
occupational
ID2:
Controlling Workplace Health
Issuessafety and health including hazards, risks
accredited by the Institute of Occupational Safety and
and how to improve safety performance.
Health (IOSH).
ID3:
Controlling Workplace Safety Issues
Course duration: 30 days

Risk Assessment

❖ Designed for anyone, in any sector, worldwide
❖ Provides the knowledge and tools required to work safely

Working Safely
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HIGHFIELD ACCREDITED COURSES

Highfield International is an award-winning organisation
that focuses on developing globally renowned
qualifications, training materials and e-learning that
develop skills, change attitudes and improve safety.
We are the international branch of Highfield
Qualifications - a top 5 UK awarding organisation and
winner of the Federation of Awarding Bodies ‘Awarding
Organisation of the Year’ award 2018. Based in
Dubai with an office in Abu Dhabi, we offer regulated,
international and accredited qualifications and
specifically designed programmes for delivery outside of
the UK.

ID1: Workplace Health and Safety Principles
ID2:
Controlling Workplace Health Issues
ID3:
Controlling Workplace Safety Issues
Course duration: 30 days
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Health and Safety Institute

HSI offers training, safety management and compliance solutions for businesses of all sizes. Our combination of
technology and content solutions help safety, human resources and operations leaders train and develop their
workforce, keep workers safe and meet regulatory and operational compliance requirements.
With HSI, Training Centers and Instructors combine their expertise with engaging videos, skill guides, and
PowerPoint presentations to efficiently and effectively deliver classes.
❖
❖
❖
❖

Medic First Aid BasicPlus
Medic First Aid PediatricPlus, CPR, AED, and First Aid for Children, Infants and Adults
Instructor Development Course
ASHI Basic First Aid
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IEMA ACCREDITED COURSES

IEMA (Institute of Environmental Management & Assessment) is the professional body for everyone working, studying or
interested in environment and sustainability. We provide resources, tools, knowledge and research sharing to meet the real
world needs of our members. We believe that together we’re positively changing attitudes to sustainability as a progressive
force for good.
❖ IEMA Foundation Certificate in Environmental Management
❖ Environmental Sustainability Skills for Managers
❖ Environmental Sustainability Skills for the Workforce
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Provides a solid foundation of environmental and sustainability concepts and knowledge.
Access to invaluable resources and access to a proficient network of professionals.
Keep up to date with your CPD
Become an IEMA Member
Great for self-development and can enhance your whole approach to environmental and sustainable living
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CPD ACCREDITED COURSES
Human Resource Professional
The Human Resource Management workshop will give
managers the basic tools to handle numerous human
resource situations such as interviewing, orientation,
safety, harassment, discrimination, violence, discipline,
and termination. This workshop will provide your
participants those skills and assist them with certain
Human Resource situations.

Module One: Getting Started
Module Two: A History of Human Resources
Module Three: The Interview Process
Module Four: Employee Orientation
Module Five: Following Up with New Employees
Module Six: Workplace Safety
Module Seven: Dealing with Harassment And
Discrimination
Module Eight: Workplace Violence
Module Nine: Managing Employee Performance
Module Ten: Disciplining Employees
Module Eleven: Terminating Employees
Module Twelve: Wrapping Up

Customer Service Professional
The Customer Service workshop will look at all types of
customers and how we can serve them better and
improve ourselves in the process. Your participants will
be provided a strong skill set including in-person and
over the phone techniques, dealing with difficult
customers, and generating return business.
Module One: Getting Started
Module Two: Who We Are and What We Do
Module Three: Establishing Your Attitude
Module Four: Identifying and Addressing Their Needs
Module Five: Generating Return Business
Module Six: In-Person Customer Service
Module Seven: Giving Customer Service over the
Phone
Module Eight: Providing Electronic Customer Service
Module Nine: Recovering Difficult Customers
Module Ten: Understanding When to Escalate
Module Eleven: Ten Things You Can Do To WOW
Every Time
Module Twelve: Wrapping Up
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IBOEHS ACCREDITED COURSES

Individual Benefits
❖ Learn how to effectively manage a company’s safety
and health program.
❖ Develop the skills needed to build an effective safety
management system (SMS).
❖ Understand the safety manager’s role, responsibilities,
and qualifications.
❖ Continue to build on your leadership skills and ability
to effect positive change.
Business Benefits
❖ Monitor workers and the environment to quantify the
risks associated with your worksites.
❖ Develop safety policies to improve standards for
worksites.
❖ Prepare for emergencies.
❖ Improve system quality through reduced workplace
accidents and injuries.

International Board of Environmental Health and
Safety was formed in 1997 with the self-proclaimed
mission of instilling professionalism in the
environmental health and safety fields. In order to
fulfill this mission true professionals were selected
from their respective fields to establish a level of
knowledge and skills needed to be competent. These
competency requirements were adopted and
established as certifications, and to further distinguish
these certifications, each one is subjected to a rigorous
accreditation process.
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Registered Radiation Safety Officer
Infection Control Manager
Registered Safety Manager
Train the Trainer
Registered Aviation Safety Officer
Registered Safety Officer (RSO)
Registered Healthcare Safety Officer (RHSO)
Registered Safety Professional(RSP)
Registered Environmental Officer
OSHA 30 HRS General Industry
OSHA 30 HRS Construction Industry
Registered Mine Safety Officer
EHS Diploma in Safety Management
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INTERNAL/ EXTERNAL ISO TRAINING
(IRCA APPROVED)
ISO 9001: 2015
Lead Auditor
Quality Management System
This training program will teach
students how to build the essential
knowledge to audit a QMS based on
ISO 9001 and to administer a team of
auditors by executing extensively
recognized audit procedures,
principles, and techniques.

❖ Better internal management.
❖ Less wastage
❖ Increase in efficiency, productivity
and profit.
❖ Improved customer retention and
acquisition.
❖ Consistent outcomes, measured and
monitored.
❖ Globally recognised standard.

ISO 4500:2018
Lead Auditor
Occupational Health and Safety
❖
Management System
❖
This training will teach participants how
to develop the necessary expertise to ❖
audit an Occupational Health and Safety ❖
Management System and to administer
a team of auditors by executing widely
recognized audit procedures, principles,
and techniques.

ISO 14001:2015
Lead Auditor
❖
This training will teach students how to
develop the required knowledge and❖
skills to audit an Environmental
Management System based on ISO❖
14001 and to administer a team of❖
auditors by executing extensively
recognized audit procedures, principles,
and techniques.

Cost savings in waste, recycling and
consumption.
Advantage over competitors when
tendering for business.
Management of environmental risks.
Compliance with individual countries
environmental regulations.
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Lowers insurance premiums
Improves individual safety as well
as organisational
Improves managerial oversight
Preventative risk and hazard
assessment

Dubai Certification Scheme

BASIC FOOD SAFETY
Basic Food Safety
• 3 hrs (subject to evaluation of trainings during the
pilot project)
• Target: All food handlers for all sectors
• Prerequisite for all PIC trainings
• PICs or Food Handlers who have received the
qualifications prior to November 2020 have to
complete this qualification before December 2021.
Basic Food Safety- Food Service
• 6 hrs
• Target: All food handlers in Food service sector with
additional information on food service processes
• Prerequisite for PIC Advanced
Basic Food Safety- Transportation and Delivery
•3 hrs (subject to evaluation of trainings during the pilot
project)
•Target: Personnel involved in Food Transportation and
Delivery and is equivalent to the Basic Food Safety
Program
•Online options available via Dubai-Way

PIC TRAINING
PIC
•All except food service sector
•Manufacturing industry with specific processes that are
usually not covered in PIC program. Such businesses need
specific training centred around HACCP
PIC Advanced
•Food service sector, bakeries with catering like operations,
supermarkets with catering like operation
•Catering like operation (prepare-cook-chill- hot hold)
PIC-Certification
•Recertification of previously trained in the old program.
•PIC- Advanced Recertification for Food Service Processes
(Catering, and similar operations)
•PIC- Recertification for all food businesses except the ones
with Food Service processes.
• PIC’s who have been previously certified need not attend
the Basic Food Safety Training,

Health and Safety Officer in Labour Accommodation
As part of the Dubai Municipality’s ongoing progress measures within labour
accommodation, the Public Health and Safety Department (PH&SD) has
developed the Health and Safety Officer in Labour Accommodation
Programme, in which a trained and certified health and safety officer (HSO)
will be available on each site.
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Fire Warden

Risk Assessment

Most fires are preventable. Those responsible for
workplaces and other buildings to which the public
have access can avoid them by taking responsibility for
and adopting the right behaviours and
procedures. This course covers general advice on fire
safety and also provides guidance on substances that
cause fire and explosion.

This site provides guidance and tools to help businesses
understand what they need to do to assess and control
risks in the workplace and comply with health and
safety law. Although written with small businesses in
mind, the course is relevant to all businesses.

Root Cause Analysis

Emergency
Preparedness
Scaffold
Safety

This course will help you engage your workers to find the
root causes of any health and safety issues you have on
site and learn from your mistakes. Leadership and worker
Involvement strategies should be used to prevent
accidents, ill health, harm and loss happening on site.
Leaders need to learn from those involved in the work
activities, to gather information about conditions on a
site.

Workplaces
need a plan
for emergencies
that canshould
have a be
Anyone erecting
a tower
or Fixed scaffolding
wider
impact.
Special
procedures
are
needed
for
competent to do so and should have received training
emergencies such as serious injuries, explosion, flood,
under an industry recognised
poisoning, electrocution, fire, release of radioactivity and
training
scheme
e.g. Prefabricated
Access
Suppliers’
chemical
spills.
This course
will assist you
in writing
an
and
Manufacturers’
Association
(PASMA)
or
under a
emergency plan if a major incident at your workplace
recognised
manufacturer
or supplier
scheme.
could
involve risks
to the public,
rescuing
employees or
coordinating emergency services.

Confined Space
Permit tErgonomic / Workstation Assessment

A 'confined space' is a place which is substantially
(though not always entirely) enclosed, and where there is
a risk of death or serious injury from hazardous
substances or dangerous conditions (such as a lack of
oxygen). These can include storage tanks, silos, reaction
vessels, enclosed drains and sewers, open topped
chambers, ductwork and poorly ventilated rooms.

People are involved in all aspects of work, which is why
QHSE recognises the importance that human factors can
play in helping avoid accidents and ill-health at work.

H2S Safety

Supervising Safely
Many people young and old are likely to be new to the
workplace and in some cases will be facing unfamiliar
risks from the job they will be doing and from their
surroundings. An employer will need to consider how
much training is necessary. A proportionate approach is
needed, for example a low-risk business would not be
expected to have a need for lengthy technical training.

This course provides guidance for duty holders on detecting
and managing hydrogen sulphide (H2S) hazards in
hydrocarbon processing systems. As reservoirs begin to water
out, hydrogen sulphide can become an issue when processing
returning
fluids. The gas is toxic in relatively low
concentrations and the risks to the workforce need to be
addressed as soon as its’ presence becomes known.
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Working at Height

Risk Assessment

Working at height remains one of the biggest causes of
fatalities and major injuries. Common cases include falls
from ladders and through fragile surfaces. ‘Work at
height’ means work in any place where, if there were no
precautions in place, a person could fall a distance liable
to cause personal injury (for example a fall through a
fragile roof).

This site provides guidance and tools to help businesses
understand what they need to do to assess and control
risks in the workplace and comply with health and
safety law. Although written with small businesses in
mind, the course is relevant to all businesses.

Manual Handling

Scaffold Safety

Manual handling relates to the moving of items either by
lifting, lowering, carrying, pushing or pulling. Injuries can
be caused because of the amount of times you have to
pick up or carry an item, the distance you are carrying it,
the height you are picking it up from or putting it down at
and any twisting, bending stretching or other awkward
posture you may get in whilst doing a task.

Anyone erecting a tower or Fixed scaffolding should be
competent to do so and should have received training
under an industry recognised
training scheme e.g. Prefabricated Access Suppliers’
and Manufacturers’ Association (PASMA) or under a
recognised manufacturer or supplier scheme.

Confined Space
A 'confined space' is a place which is substantially
(though not always entirely) enclosed, and where there is
a risk of death or serious injury from hazardous
substances or dangerous conditions (such as a lack of
oxygen). These can include storage tanks, silos, reaction
vessels, enclosed drains and sewers, open topped
chambers, ductwork and poorly ventilated rooms.

SHORT COURSES

Rigging, Slinging & Banksman

Permit to Work

All lifting operations involving lifting equipment must be
properly planned by a competent person, appropriately
supervised and carried out in a safe manner.
In most cases, lifting equipment is also work equipment
so the Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations
(PUWER) will also apply (including inspection and
maintenance).

Where proposed work is identified as having a high risk,
strict controls are required. The work must be carried out
against previously agreed safety procedures, a ‘permit-towork' system. The permit-to-work is a documented
procedure that authorises certain people to carry out
specific work within a specified time frame.
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PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

The International English Language Testing System, is
designed to assess the language ability of people who want
to study or work where English is the language of
communication. IELTS is recognised and accepted by over
10,000 organisations worldwide, including universities,
employers, professional bodies, immigration authorities
and other government agencies. For a list of organisations
that accept IELTS scores, visit ielts.org/recognition.

Accessible and convenient
IELTS is offered up to four times a month in more
accessible and convenient
IELTS is offered up to four times a month in more than 140
countries. Tests are held on Saturdays and Thursdays. To
find out test dates in your area, please contact your nearest
IELTS test centre. A list of all IELTS test locations
worldwide is available at ielts.org.
than 140 countries. Tests are held on Saturdays and
Thursdays. To find out test dates in your area, please
contact your nearest IELTS test centre. A list of all IELTS
test locations worldwide is available at ielts.org.

The international test
IELTS is internationally focused in its content. For example,
texts and tasks are sourced from publications from all over the
English-speaking world; a range of native-speaker accents
(North American, Australian, New Zealand, British etc.) are
used in the Listening test; and all standard varieties of English
are accepted in test takers’ written and spoken responses.

The test that’s tried and trusted
IELTS has been developed by some of the world’s leading
experts in language assessment, and is supported by an
extensive programme of research, validation and test
development.

The level of the test
IELTS is designed to assess English language skills across a wide range of levels. There is no such thing as a pass or fail in
IELTS. Results are reported as band scores on a scale from 1 (the lowest) to 9 (the highest).
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LISTENING
Skills assessed
A wide range of listening skills are assessed, including:
•understanding of main ideas
•understanding of specific factual information
•recognising opinions, attitudes and purpose of a speaker
•following the development of an argument.

READING
Skills assessed
A wide range of reading skills are assessed, including:
• reading for gist
• reading for main ideas
•reading for detail
•understanding inferences and implied meaning
•recognising writer’s opinions, attitudes and purpose
•following the development of an argument.

WRITING

SPEAKING

Skills assessed
In both tasks, you are assessed on your ability to write a
response which is appropriate in terms of:
•content
•the organisation of ideas
•the accuracy and range of vocabulary and grammar.

Skills assessed
A wide range of speaking skills are assessed, including:
•the ability to communicate opinions and information on
everyday topics and common experiences and situations by
answering a range of questions
•the ability to speak at length on a given topic using
appropriate language and organising ideas coherently
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SALES
AND
MARKETING
The Sales course will give participants a basic sales process,
plus some basic sales tools, that they can use to seal the
deal, no matter what the size of the sale. Your participants
will become more confident, handle objections, and
learning how to be a great closer.

HUMAN
RESOURCE
PROFESSIONAL
The Human Resource Management workshop will give
managers the basic tools to handle numerous human
resource situations such as interviewing, orientation,
safety, harassment, discrimination, violence, discipline,
and termination. This workshop will provide your
participants those skills and assist them with certain
Human Resource situations.

HUMAN RESOURCE
PROFESSIONALS ARE IN
CHARGE OF EVERY ASPECT OF
THE EMPLOYEE LIFE CYCLE IN
AN ORGANIZATION.
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Multi-level marketing, also known as MLM, is a business
marketing strategy that many companies use in order to
encourage current agents to perform while at the same time
growing the team by recruiting and training new agents.
With our Multi-Level Marketing workshop, your
participants will discover the specifics of how multi-level
marketing works and how to effectively source agents. For
many companies, it can prove to be a valuable tool for not
only building revenue, but also for building their marketing
and networking circles.

TEAMWORK AND
TEAM-BUILDING

For most of us, teamwork is a part of everyday life. Whether
it’s at home, in the
community, or at work, we are often expected to be a
functional part of a performing team. Having a strong team
will benefit any organization and will lead to more
successes than not.

LEADERSHIP
AND
INFLUENCE
They say that leaders are born, not made. While it is true
that some people are born leaders, some leaders are born
in the midst of adversity. Often, simple people who have
never had a leadership role will stand up and take the lead
when a situation they care about requires it.

Once you learn the techniques of true
Leadership And Influence, you will be able to build the
confidence it takes to take the lead. The more experience
you have acting as a genuine leader, the easier it will be for
you. It is never easy to take the lead, as you will need to
make decisions and face challenges, but it can become
natural and rewarding.
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The Teamwork And Team Building
workshop will encourage participants to explore the
different aspects of a team, as well as ways that they can
become a top-notch team performer. Your participants will
be given the details and concepts of what makes up a team,
and what factors into being a successful team and team
member.

CRISIS
MANAGEMENT
Crisis management is as important as finance
management, personnel management, etc. Having a clear
and effective program and plan for an event is critical not
only to your survival, but critical to the profitability and
possibly the survival of the company. Being able to identify
risk, assess the situation and respond appropriately is
important, and requires not only training, but practice.

CONFLICT
RESOLUTION
Wherever two or more people come together , there is
bound to be conflict. This course will give participants a
seven- step conflict resolution process that they can use and
modify to resolve conflict disputes of any size. Your
participants will also be provided a set of skills in solution
building and finding common ground. In the Conflict
Resolution workshop, participants will learn crucial conflict
management skills , including dealing with anger and using
the Agreement Frame. Dealing with conflict is important for
every organization no matter what the size. If it is left
unchecked or not resolved it can lead to lost production,
absences, attrition, and even law suits.

With our Crisis Management workshop your participants
will understand that a crisis can occur any time. They will
develop skills needed for certain negative events. Also,
they will be able to recognize warning signs to help avoid
negative situations completely, or, if the situation occurs,
better manage the crisis.
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SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGEMENT
Supply Chain Management improves the coordination and
relationship between Suppliers, Producers, and
Customers. It must be kept at a high level of organization
to be successful in today’s global economy. Goods and
services are now pieced together from all over the world,
and this process can be hectic and complicated if not
managed correctly.

LEAN &
SIX SIGMA
Six Sigma is a method that provides organizations tools to
improve the capability of their business processes. This
increase in performance and decrease in process variation
helps lead to defect reduction and improvement in profits,
employee morale, and quality of products or services.
Major benefits of Lean Six Sigma strategy includes
customer satisfaction and cost reduction. It leads to revenue
growth and
productivity improvements. Lean Six Sigma is a method
which provides prized analytic and process skills. These
skills are relevant to leadership positions.

With Supply Chain Management your company and
employees will be on target to lower costs, Improving
efficiency, and increase customer satisfaction. This course
will provide your employees with the understanding of
how Supply Chain Management can improve and help
almost any type of business.
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